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:50. The auditorium was quiet, with
only a few student officers silently but
hurriedly scurrying about, getting the room
ready for the stampede of delegates who
were scheduled to arrive at eight o’clock.
Lights were turned on and off, microphones
were tested, and placards were straightened.
Approximately five minutes later, students from
schools all around Taiwan and outside the
country began gathering outside the door,
murmuring excitedly about the ceremony
that was to take place. Old and new friends
alike found each other and shared smiles and
quick hugs; in that moment, it didn’t matter who was who — chairs, delegates, press
members, and admins all amiably greeted
each other and talked about how excited
they were to be a part of this year’s PASMUN.
Precisely at 8:00, the doors of the auditorium
opened and students began piling in. Rachel
Hsiung, a sophomore at PAS, began playing
her violin beautifully as the room quietly filled
up with students from different schools. Participants marvelled at the well-prepared room
and sent appreciative glances toward the
talented musician for her melodious tunes. As
soon as they were all seated, the Opening
Ceremony of PASMUN VII officially began.
Hospitality was an especially important aspect
of PASMUN this year, as both the Secretary
General, Wesley Chen, and the Director, Mr.
Jeff Buscher, were quick to remind anyone to
speak up if they needed any help or if there
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preparing for
the asian century
by Cindy kim

was anything they could do to make the conference more comfortable. Soon after, the
admin staff turned off the lights and the auditorium was enveloped in quiet darkness before being lit up again from the gleam of the
projector. In graphic footage, a student-made
video illustrated the troubling crises in Asian
countries that the committees were scheduled to discuss started playing and managed
to capture every single person’s attention. The
video contained news reports from different
countries and highlighted the atrocious crimes
in different countries, successfully introducing
the theme of PASMUN VII: Challenges in the
Coming of the Asian Century.
After the haunting video, Mr. Buscher issued
a warm welcome to both PAS students and
other schools’ students alike, and highlighted
the two aspects of PASMUN which he thought
were the most significant: professionalism
and the student-run, “by the student, for the
student” quality of the conference. Before
he yielded the floor to the Secretary General,
everyone could see how proud he was of the
PAS students and the auspicious beginning of
PASMUN VII.
PASMUN VII, the second year the conference
has invited non-PAS students, is sure to be a
success.
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the biggest yet.
an exclusive
interview
P

By Cindy Kim

ASMUN VII has been noted by many for its expansion in many forms: acceptance of students from
oversea schools, more diverse committees, and the upgrade in professionalism of the debates and the
conference as a whole. Although largely unseen, Ms. Pamela Chu, PAS’s principal, has been of great importance in making this year’s PASMUN possible. Eagerly agreeing to an interview, she has shared with the
press team — and now, you, the reader — her innermost thoughts about Pacific American School’s seventh
MUN conference.

Of course. I think that’s a really important aspect of MUN that we sometimes tend to forget. Bigger isn’t
always better, but we’re often blinded by the numbers of participants in a MUN conference. Your idea of
quality over quantity is, in my opinion, relevant and important. Then, Ms. Pamela, what role would you say
you played in this year’s PASMUN?
In the beginning, PASMUN was led by me. [However,] ever since the third year, I have put all the responsibilities to our students. They have started organizing everything for MUN by themselves, and although at
first, they lacked experience and the quality [of the conferences] weren’t the best, now I see my students
capable of doing great things. Of course, now, I regret [letting things go completely].
If the school could have been involved more with [the process of] PASMUN, I think the school’s admin
staff could have helped bring more hospitality for the non-PAS students and directors. However . . . my
role is only to support the students, to let them do their way and watch them as they come up with topics
of discussion. [...] I think our school is a school that wants to give the students as many opportunities as it
is possible; after all, that is the purpose of education. Although it may not be perfect, I still want to give
[freedom] to our students. After all is done, we can review what could have been better together, and
what ways we could improve next year.
Were there any noteworthy students who helped with the success of PASMUN VII?
I think this is a collaboration. I definitely think that everyone involved plays a pretty important role—and
not just the Secretary General. [...] I don’t want to [point out] a hero here, but rather a collaborative
team, which is the most important thing to me.

Like Ms. Pamela stated, collaboration is an essential element of MUN that is one of the biggest determinants of a conference’s success. It is due to the cooperation and hard work of everyone that PASMUN
has finally gotten out of its “comfort zone” by expanding its magnitude and inviting students from all over
Taiwan and abroad. PASMUN VII is the biggest

Ms. Pamela, it has been noted that the second PASMUN to be hosted to outside schools is already double
the size of the first one. What are your comments on this impressive expansion?
Actually, you know...MUN [for PAS] has always been kind of a club, [somewhere] students could exercise
their skills needed for MUN. Several years [ago], our delegates tried to open [PASMUN] to the public, but
we hesitated to do so because we wanted to make sure we had the best quality [of conference] possible.
Actually, [I feel like PASMUN VII] is not a very comfortable [conference] this year, because of the [lack of]
hospitality. However, this is the first trial that we have invited delegates from other schools [...] It’s been always our hope and our students’ hope to work with outside schools and make our MUN more challenging.
What hopes did you have for this year’s conference? What kind of vision did you have in mind?
I hope that this year’s PASMUN turns out to be a successful pilot run [...] I still want to [make] this conference
a student-led conference, and try not to [offer] so much help from our [school’s] admins. Twenty-first century is a student-oriented century, and I want the students to learn how they can make [PASMUN] better next
year from all this process. My vision is for the students to have this kind of experience. Also, it’s important that
our conferences every year are bigger and more diverse, but the one thing I don’t want to sacrifice is the
conference’s quality. I don’t want our conference to be so big that we lose the quality our old conferences
used to have. I want to give every student an opportunity to have his/her voice heard in his/her respective
committees.
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DEAL
OR NO DEAL
by STEVEN LU

I

believe Britain will be safer, stronger, and better off in a reformed EU,” UK prime minister David Cameron declared after announcing a public referendum to decide whether Britain will remain in the
European Union or not.
Calls for the UK government to leave the EU began following Mr. Cameron’s ascent as prime minister in
2010; he faced pressure from the pro-EU exit members of his own party as well as the UK Independence
Party. Experts also speculate that many British citizens are not happy with the current state of the EU,
especially after the struggling economy following the 2008 stock market crash as well as the migrant
crisis in recent years. In the face of these mounting pressures, Mr. Cameron promised to renegotiate the
UK’s EU membership, as well as hold a public referendum on the membership, providing that his Conservative Party won the 2015 election. They did, and the referendum is set for summer 2016.
Why Leave?
Supporters say that leaving the EU will enable Britain to remove the shackles of restrictive regulations
that hurt job growth and leave the country free to negotiate its own trade deals and partnerships,
which will greatly benefit the economy. Immigration is another key issue that pro-exit British rally upon,
believing that the current visa-free policy of European workers in the UK is harmful both socially and
economically. This problem was exacerbated following the European Migrant Crisis in recent years,
during which over 1 million migrants seeking asylum swarmed into Europe. Furthermore, an approximate 13 billion (in British pounds) contribution is currently made annually to the EU, while the country
has only received 4.5 billion pounds worth of spending.

Why Stay?
On the other hand, many also claim that EU membership provides numerous benefits. An approximate 45%
of British exports go to the EU, and many fear that the trade agreements that will have to be renegotiated
will harm exports and the economy as a whole.
The United Kingdom maintained that the it is a powerful force — both economically and politically — and
asserted that either way, the UK would come out strong. They assured that trade with the EU would continue,
even in the event of a UK exit.
“The United Kingdom is one of the most influential powers within the European Union. Either way, the United Kingdom
would not face much of a downfall, as a majority of trade flows between the UK and other countries within the European Union. Trade will definitely be maintained in the short and long terms, and we have optimistic expectations for
the economy.”

In ECOSOC- France, represented by Josh Chou, Kaohsiung American School, on the other hand, believed
in the combined strength of the entire European Union. Citing its long lasting history of friendly relationships
with the UK in the past decades, the country hopes to see the UK public vote no on the referendum and stay
in the European Union. The delegate referred to the Brexit as an unprecedented case, which may lead to
other countries doing the same in the future.
“The delegation of France believes that it would be favorable to the entire European Union if the UK were to vote to stay in the European Union. Many nations could use the economic and social assistance of the United Kingdom. As France and the United Kingdom
have been long term allies both politically and economically, it is important for the European Union to stay together in the wake of
current crises. The occurrence of a Brexit may set a negative precedent for other European nations to leave the EU as well. In the
end, France hopes to see a peaceful solution formed, regardless of the decisions made. ”

In the Security Council- Spain, represented by Audrey Hsu, IBST, seconded the opinion of France.
“As Spain’s trade and stability depends a lot upon the unity of the European Union, Spain believes that it would lead to negative
consequences if the UK referendum were to be pro-exit.”

In the committee: Disarmament and International Security (GA1) - European Union, represented by Arthur
Chen, Pacific American School, added onto the points mentioned by France and Spain, cautioning pro-exit
supporters that trade deals would have to be renegotiated, and may hurt the economy as a whole.
“The UK is a big force within the Eurozone. As a continent, we should support each other in times of need. Economically, it would hurt
everyone in a Brexit. Countries will have to renegotiate agreements, and this may lead to stagnation of trade and hurt the economy
of numerous countries in the short term.”
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experts,
not delegates...

by MICHELLE LIU

poi's to
pasmun tribune

T

he increase of committees
at PASMUN has led them to
include less well-known forums
like the Advisory Panel on Question of Asian Pacific (APQAP).
New to delegates and chairs
alike, whether they be beginners
or veterans, APQ is a forum that
stresses the importance of collaboration, even more so than other
committees. One of the biggest
challenges of APQ is that experts
will not only have to understand
their countries’ or organizations’
political and diplomatic perspectives, but they will also have to
consider the economic, cultural,
and technical aspects of their
respective member states.
The APQAP of PASMUN
this year consists of fifteen experts
- ten countries and five organizations - focusing on regulating the
arms race and combating economic stagnation in Asian Pacific.
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Unlike other committees, the
participants in APQ are experts
instead of delegates. As Samuel
Huang of Kang Chiao International School clarifies, “The term
expert is utilised to define participants of a more specific topic
orientation. On the other hand,
the word delegate is used to
address individuals partaking in a
more generic administration.” Of
course, the procedures are quite
different as well. “We have follow
ups, which allow them [experts] to
ask leading questions,” explains
Hank Chau, president of APQAP,
“The clauses are also debated
clause by clause - like the Security Council, [so experts] are able
to focus on specific aspects of
each clause.” However, unlike the
Security Council, no panelist holds
veto power. All clauses adopted by the APQ must be passed
through a consensus, promoting
a more consensual atmosphere
for debate. Furthermore, the
committee is set up so delegates
can target one issue at a time by

scheduling a period of lobbying
before each debate of a new
issue. The president is to prepare a
“draft joint communique” (an official statement) prior to lobbying,
which will then be debated upon
and modified.
Most of the experts, including the
chairs, are first timers to APQ. “I like
APQ more than other committees.
The questions are much more
specific and in depth, making it
fun to explore,” President Chau
commented, “Also, there are only
fifteen people, so everyone can
participate more and no one can
hide.” Alex Ku from IBSH agrees,
“APQ makes debate much more
intense.” On the other hand,
delegates like Chinat Yu (Harrow
International School Hong Kong)
speaks of both the advantages and the disadvantages, “It’s
much more condensed so I get to
speak more, but more people also
means you can’t hide away as
much,” he laughs.

W

elcome to the seventh
annual Pacific American School Model United Nations!
PASMUN was first established
seven years ago as a conference
limited to students from Pacific American School. It was not
until last year when other schools
around Taiwan began to join. Last
year’s success provided new possibilities for the conference; this
year, PAS invited fifteen schools to
participate. As there are new delegates joining this year, the press
team thought that they might
have some questions about PASMUN or MUN in general that we
would love to help answer. Here,
in this article, you will find answers
to a wide range of
questions voiced by new delegates and curious directors.
“Why is lobbying ahead of opening speeches?” Our school strictly
follows THIMUN procedure, and
according to THIMUN procedure,
lobbying is scheduled ahead of
opening speeches. One of the
advantages to having lobbying
first is that delegates can meet
with one another beforehand
and dedicate their time to merg-
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by Kristen Peng

ing resolution. After lobbying,
delegates may have a clearer
picture of the stances of their
fellow delegates, and it may help
make the debate flow better.

“What happens if I, a delegate,
do not co-submit or main submit
anything?” While it is acceptable
if you are not the main submitter, do remember that you can
still contribute to the debate
by submitting amendments or
by making speeches. If you are
neither the main submitter nor a
co-submitter, you are not going
to be able to do much during the
resolution-crafting process. Therefore, do as much as you can to
contribute to the debate!
“What do we do after lobbying?”
After lobbying, delegates make
opening speeches to state their
country’s stance. It usually takes
around an hour to finish the opening speeches; after they’re done,
each committee starts debating
on the issues. Committees usually
debate upon one to two resolutions on the first day.
“What happens if the resolution
doesn’t pass?” If the resolution
passes, it means that most of the

delegates in the committee agree
with the main and co-submitters.
However, even if your resolution
doesn’t pass, don’t worry! It has
nothing to do with whether your
resolution is “good” or “bad.” All
you have to do is to make some
necessary changes to your resolution and talk to more delegates
next time in order to try to get
them on your side. But overall,
good job on the effort you put
into the resolution!
“What inspired the beginning of
PASMUN conferences?” PAS has
set up the MUN program for about
seven years and the program is
growing every year. Our students
have traveled to big conferences
even when our program was very
small. Through their travels, they
have learned about different cultures, current events, and people
around the globe. The reason behind the initiation of PASMUN was
so that students would be able
to practice their MUN skills in a
convenient setting. Also, because
PASMUN is run by students, they
can learn how to run and organize a whole conference. We are
truly glad to see that PASMUN has
grown into such a big program.
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odel United Nations is a place for motivated students to learn and master their abilities to research, speak publicly, debate, and write. In addition to these skills, students are introduced to
major international issues that they debate upon, and they have to produce viable solutions to those
questions in a limited amount of time. Through the course of lobbying and debating, the students not
only develop their critical thinking abilities and learn a global and objective perspective, but also learn
how to work as a team with other delegates and the secretariat.
PASMUN began in 2009 as a small conference within the Pacific American School for studentS
to showcase the skills they acquired through their MUN trips abroad. Over the past seven years, PASMUN has gone from a local to national, and at last, an international conference. This is both a major
change and an accomplishment for those who have witnessed the growth of PASMUN. The Pacific
American School wishes that all participants of this year’s conference can achieve the foremost objectives of MUN conferences.
As this is the first time PASMUN has opened up to international schools overseas, the masterminds behind the conference wanted to know what the students thought of the conference so far
and what it means to them. This also happens to be a lot of younger attendees’ first official MUN conference, so some of them have admitted to finding the issues quite hard and confusing. However, the
general opinion seems to be that the issues this year are allowing the delegates to utilize their critical
thinking skills and further expand their views on solving global issues. Other more experienced delegates see PASMUN as structured and well-organized as they are given plenty of time to put together a
feasible resolution, and the chairs are very helpful. Kai-Hung Cheng, representing Ukraine, from Security
Council commented, “I like the procedure in the committee since it provides sufficient time for delegates to merge their thoughts completely and thus come up with more comprehensive clauses.” Many
participants also stated that they are finding the conference enjoyable as they are able to interact
with people who are highly keen on understanding the world, which opens them up to many ideas
they may have not heard before.
Overall, it seems to be that the majority of the participants as well as the senior officers are very
impressed with how PASMUN VII has begun. The delegates have also shown interest in attending PASMUN again next year, and have praised the conference’s professionalism and smooth flow. Hopefully,
we’ll be able to see both familiar and new faces next year, when old and new students alike decide to
come to PASMUN VIII.
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humans
of
pasmun
by frank Hung

Would you rather be without
elbows or be without knees?

Would you rather have a
dragon or be a dragon?

Richard Yoo
from PAS, GA4 “I would
rather have knees than
elbows. I can still walk
around without my
elbows, so yeah…!”

Ho Hsuan from HIS,
ECOSOC “I would
rather be a dragon…. so people
can ride me?”

Would you rather be in prison
for five years and be stuck in
solitary confinement or not
ever go to prison but permanently stay in poverty?

Would you rather live one life
that lasts 1,000 years or live
10 lives that last 100 years
each?

Angela Zhang from
IBSH, APQ “I would
rather be in prison
for five years in solitary confinement
and also be rich.”

Would you rather be able to
speak every language in the
world fluently or be the best
in the world at something of
your choosing?

Maggie Chen
from IBST, Ecosoc
“I’d like to speak
fluently in every
language.”
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Keng Lin from PAS,
HRC “10 lives, because I can experience 10 different
kinds of personality
in 10 lives in 100
years.”

Would you rather always feel
like you have to sneeze but
never be able to or would
you rather have something
permanently stuck in your
eye?

Spencer Yao from
HAS, GA1 “Something stuck in my
eye, because
ot being able to
sneeze should be a
crime.”
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What's up?
Advisory Panel On the Question of Asia Pacific (APQ) by Steven Lu
In the Advisory Panel, delegates were split over whether to support the United States in the Trans- Pacific
Partnership trade deal (TPP), or the China-backed Regional Economic Comprehensive Partnership (RCEP).
Samuel Huang (Delegate of Singapore, Kang Chiao International School) expressed his thoughts, “International cooperation is key in the Asia-Pacific region; since we have relationships with both China and the USA,
we are more or less taking a neutral stance.” The short time the delegates have spent in the committee room
has already resulted in a fruitful debate.

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) by Teeny Chen
One of the issues that ECOSOC is debating upon is “Addressing the negative effects of rapid development
of megacities.” Delegates came up with solutions such as making adjustments for urban infrastructures and
public transport network, addressing problems related to carbon emission and urban violence, and even promoting cooperations between NGOs and the government. The other issue delegates have been discussing is
“Measures to contain and ameliorate growing levels of income inequality.” The delegates stressed that strict
law enforcement is necessary in ensuring the work quality of employees to improve the education system
and narrow the gap of income inequality.

General Assembly First Committee (GA1) by Michelle Liu
The two issues in GA1 are: “Disarmament and Security: the militarization of the South China Sea” and “the
role of media in context of international security.” The delegate of Syria and Iran have collaborated on a
resolution about the role of media in international security, while delegates working on the issue of the South
China Sea were mostly focused on the demilitarization of countries. “Regardless of the time being heavily
constrained, and with polarizing opinions from delegations, the delegates here are all very enthusiastic and
constructive,” Jessie Wu, President of GA1 said with a smile.

General Assembly Fourth Committee (GA4) by Janet Lin
Delegates of General Assembly 4th Committee have begun lobbying and constructing resolutions. Katie
Tsung (Delegate of Somalia, IBSH) and Matthew Leslie (Delegate of China, Harrow School in Hong Kong)
agreed that it was their first conference and lobbying went smoothly. Interestingly, their lobby group support
a rather unpopular point of view, and when about asked their strategy, the main submitter, Libby Linliu (Pacific American School) said, “We’re trying to find a clear definition first, so we can better argue our points and
hopefully reach a consensus.”

Human Rights Council (HRC) by Kristen Peng
The delegates of the Human Rights Council have been debating the issues: “Combatting modern slavery”
and “Enforcing UDHR as it pertains to the rights of women.” After lobbying and lunch break, every delegate
was called upon to make his/her opening speeches and present his/her stance on each issue. The opening
speeches were concise and direct, and have demonstrated the strength of the HRC and we are excited to
see what they’ll bring to us in the next few hours.

editor's
A New name
note: a new legacy
By janet Lin

P

ASMUN VII is a conference
of change and evolution,
and the PASMUN Tribune is no
different.
The Press team has truly
come a long way since its first
existence. To start, with the
significant expansion of the
first international conference
this year, we have published
our articles in print and have
acquired a new name. We
hope that our transformation
will trigger the launch of an
improved team for future
conferences and enhance all
participants’ experiences at
PASMUN.
The change to our new
name, the PASMUN Tribune,
was inspired by the aspirational origins of the word itself.
Tribune, in Roman history,
means “an unofficial defender of the rights of the individual.” At PASMUN VII, the press
team has catered to the
interests of all participating
individuals, answering to the
delegates, chairs, and directors by providing the most
relevant insights into events
within and out of the confer-

ence from the perspectives
of our readers. This year, we
have designed every article
with a shifted focus placed
onto all participants; we firmly
believe the paper must be for
the participants and centered
around the conference.
With our diverse team of
reporters, photographers, and
layout designers from multiple
schools, PASMUN Tribune has
aimed to bring you, the reader, diverse content covering
the serious to the entertaining.
We hoped we have succeeded in helping you capture the
unforgettable moments and
record the priceless experience that PASMUN VII has
surely brought you.
Our success would not have
been possible without all
those who have contributed
to every step of our publication. We would like to extend
our gratitude to Ms. Pamela
for her guidance and invaluable suggestions, to Mr.
Buscher who has been most
supportive of our team with
his immense experience within MUN press teams, to the
administrative staff of Pacific
American School and the ad-

min staff of PASMUN for facilitating the conference, and to
many, many more.
Above all, the PASMUN Tribune
would not have been possible
without our readers — you —
and the wonderful members
who have worked tirelessly to
meet every deadline and to
create the best content.
In the two short days of conference, we hope that you
have enjoyed our issues. We
are honoured to have accompanied you through the
times when lobbying slowly
transformed to staring at your
phone and when committees
moved onto topics your country has no interest in. As the
largest and first international
PASMUN conference’s press
team, the PASMUN Tribune has
accomplished tremendous
success and we have truly
enjoyed this special role within
the conference.

The Editors of PASMUN
Tribune 2016,
Janet Lin, Cindy Kim,
and Daniel Tsao

Security Council (SC) by Cindy Kim
Delegates shared their opinions on the first issue: “The Crisis Between Syria and Iraq and How to Reach Complete Stability and Combat Terrorists.” They began debating — some in a quiet manner best described as
“chill” or relaxed, but most in heated conversations that somehow still managed to remain civil. The President
and the two Deputy Presidents of Security council (Howard Yin, Alice Hu, and Arvin Wu, respectively) seemed
especially pleased with the quality of debate in the committee room.
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